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“THEORY OF NUCLEAR DETTERENCE” -A CHALLENGE TO  
INTERNATIONAL HUMANITARIAN LAW 

Sindhu Vijayakumar∗ 

The World War II sowed the seed of technological weapon. With a dramatic revolution of 
nuclear weapon the countries ventured into the nuclear age. Not Until then it was the matter 
of countries defense strategy. Soon the weapon became the pride of the many countries 
military arsenal, until they realized that subsequent proliferation would result into the 
ultimate question of existence. The determinant was on the sovereign right of the state that no 
country would make use of nuclear weapon against each other and if used it would give a 
subsequent right of reprisal. This was the climax of nuclear politics were in theory erupted to 
justify the use of nuclear weapon in the light of deterrence challenging the ethics, law and 
humanity. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Nuclear deterrence theory is a military strategy developed during the cold war and is more 
relevant with the use of Nuclear weapon. Within this strategy falls the phenomenal practice of 
Mutually Assured Destruction (MAD). It was then the assumption of super power that, the 
theory would help to retain balance of power, unfortunately on the other side the countries 
took a keen interest in nuclear proliferation which was silently threatening the whole mankind. 
Today we have a concluding policy of No First Use of Nuclear Weapon agreed, adopted and 
signed by most of the nuclear countries. How far is this Policy Relevant? Does this Policy 
assure the protection of Humanity? Or does this policy reflect the old pattern of balance of 
power? 

 The concept of No first use apparently came after the notion of MAD theory and subsequent 
proliferation of nuclear weapon. The MAD theory (mutually assured destruction) or the game 
theory was more in the form of deterrence wherein the nuclear powerful states would respect 
the authority of one another and prevent the use of nuclear weapon in the light of deterrence.

1
 

The presumption seems to be more apparent when one rely on the statement of British Prime 
Minister Winston Churchill when he says “the worse things get, the better they are the greater 
the threat of mutual destruction, the safer the world would be”.

2
 During cold war the U.S and 

Soviet Union were the only superpower with nuclear weapon and application of MAD might 
have appeared more flexible to them.

3
 However on one side with the increase in number of 

nuclear states and nuclear proliferation, the situation has changed, the confined appearance of 
threat is emancipated as of such the result is that the whole living species of this universe 
endangers their right of existences. And on the other, the world community realized the 
consequent threat that could be encountered globally

4
. In light 0f this, several conventions and 
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treaties were concluded to restrict its proliferation, but in vain, the countries who were 
members to such conventions, and treaties hardly relied on the principles. (For instance Non 
proliferation treaty prohibits both vertical and horizontal proliferation but few countries having 
affirmed the NPT has seriously violated this norm of NPT by increasing and enhancing its 
nuclear strategy) No first use (NFU) refers to a pledge or a policy by a nuclear power not to use 
nuclear weapon as a mean of warfare unless first attacked by an adversary using nuclear 
weapons.

5
 The concept can also be applied to chemical or biological warfare. 

The rationalism of the theory 

Of MAD and NFU there seem to be a vertical relationship some were like two vertical pillars 
supporting a horizontal slab. Both these theories have a similar picture but the only difference 
is the circumstance when it is applicable. The concept of MAD theory promulgates sudden step 
to be taken against the aggressor for instance country A is an attacking nation and country B 
is an attacked nation. A first strike would be the first use of nuclear weapons by one nuclear-
equipped nation against another nuclear-equipped nation. If the attacking nation did not 
prevent the attacked nation from a nuclear response, then a second strike could be deployed 
against the attacking nation.

6
 The MAD indirectly promises the right of the nuclear country and 

recognizes their status to make use of the nuclear weapon and comes out more in the form of 
game were the “best shooter shall win”. Whereas NFU stand with the possibilities that nuclear 
weapon shall not be a weapon of war but forebodes the right of retaliation in case the countries 
existence is in question. But the things get perplexed when the issue of retaliation is analyzed 
from the legal perspective, especially when the war is a nuclear war. At this point let me 
recollect the incident of 1964 when British aircraft undertook an attack against a small fort 
situated in Yemeni territory just across the border from south Arabian Federation for the 
defense of which the Britain had treaty obligation. Britain’s action was severally criticized on 
the allegation that it was essentially a retaliation or reprisal. Britain on its behalf denied the 
allegation and contended before Security Council that a clear distinction has to be drawn 
between two forms of self-defense. The one, which is of retributive or punitive nature, know as 
retaliation and the other that is contemplated and authorized by the Charter as “self defense 
against armed attack”. Britain further contended that legitimate action of a defensive nature 
may sometime have to take the form of counter-attack as such, destruction of the fort was 
necessary to prevent the Yemeni from further act of aggression and in sequence Britain had 
used minimum force as defensive measure which was proportionate and confined to the 
necessity of the case.

7
 

 However Security Council did not accept the United Kingdom’s view keeping in mind the 
resolution adopted by the members of the UN, condemning the act of reprisal as incompatible 
with the purpose of the UN Charter. Thus on several occasions the Security Council was made 
to repeat that states shall not be entitled to act upon its own qualification. The task endowed to 
Security Council for maintaining the international peace and order was difficult to be 
accomplished, whenever the territorial integrity of a state was violated and the same act was 
suppressed with a counter attack, and with a justification that the action was necessary to 
deter future attack as to punish in respect of past misdeed. In all this circumstance council 
found it difficult either to define the scope of the act of self-defense or to suppress the 
increasing violence.

8
 Hence it confined the criticism to more extreme act of vengeance. To 

perceive, any act of counter-attack in the form of vengeance is condemned by the Security 
Council. Thus this perception gives good stand point to Bowett definition that acts of self 
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defense should not be to punish or restore one’s right over another.
9
 To him relevant distinction 

would not be between self defense and reprisal but between the reprisals which are likely to be 
condemned and which may not be, due to the existence of reasonableness. Bowett concept of 
reasonable reprisal finds support both in theory and practice and is very correspondent to 
international customary law which recognizes reprisal against prior illegality as lawful, 
provided the force used was proportionate to the original illegal act.

10
 

Now the point is, if the nuclear weapon is used at the time of war what would be the nature of 
reprisal, whether it would be a punitive reprisal or reasonable reprisal (self defense)? 
Nevertheless there seem to appear two propositions with regard to the justification of reprisal 
when the weapon used is a nuclear weapon. Firstly if the reprisal is in punitive form then 
purpose of war is unjust, secondly if it is a reasonable reprisal [minimum for minimum] then 
the act would be justifiable as per the states practice. However looking at the present position 
of the nuclear countries it can be argued that the justification of reasonable reprisal to use 
nuclear weapon against the enemy country will also be defeated due to the increased intrigue 
of the nuclear weapons and the possibility of its destructive potentiality, if used it would result 
into an extreme act of vengeance [maximum for minimum] to put in other word there cannot be 
a reasonableness of nuclear war and strictly speaking this justification will severely defeat the 
purpose of UN Charter. 

OBSERVATION 

THE CONCEPT OF NECESSITY TO DEMAND 

Nuclear weapon is an inhuman weapon with a greater possibility of mass destruction and 
that’s why the law of war

11
 lays down a guiding rule to the states that, no such weapon shall be 

used against each other, due to the well known truth that the attacker should spare the 
innocent men, women and children and that the war is always confined to few men and many 
are innocent.

12
 Now this principle has long been in run. So, this is one humanitarian ground 

were combatants are expected to act morally in the battle field. Such exceptions were more 
complied when the party to the war made use of permissible weapon compared with the new 
technological weapon. Well, to say so is rubbish isn’t it, perhaps this is what the states practice 
shows and just to give one example here is Art 2 of the Treaty on prohibition of nuclear 
proliferation which stipulates that “the party to the treaty shall strictly prohibit the vertical or 
horizontal proliferation”

13
. Further the docket of the treaty is peaceful use of nuclear energy.

14
 

In spite of the existing conventions and treaties prohibiting the proliferation of nuclear weapon 
there seems a surprising increase in nuclear weapon and the number of countries willing to 
posses the same. What does the whole picture convey? Let’s have a bilateral approach to the 
problem:- 

Firstly, is there a necessity of such a weapon? Is it an indispensable part of the 
countries defense strategy? If yes, then the next question is can the weapon be used 
absolutely against their enemy country or whether the countries are obliged to comply 
with certain norms or demand on humanistic perspective? Secondly is it possible to 
undo the done or reverse an action or its effect. To say in other word the secret of 
nuclear energy is revealed to the world at large and no country can be prevented 
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physically from making use of it. At such point of time how does the theory of NFU 
helps to retain the balance of power among the nuclear surmount? 

STATES PERSPECTIVE 

To the first question that the nuclear weapon is an indispensable part of defense strategy, 
which is also called as military necessity becomes the subject matter of discussion under 
present topic. Let’s analyses the problem from the states point of view. The epic tradition of 
international relation shows that there had been subsequent mock behaviors among the 
nations with regard the development of defense strategies.

15
 Perhaps that must be either due to 

the fear that any new strategical development of weapon by their neighbor would put them 
behind or probably it could emanate a threat to their sovereignty possibly suppress or bully 
them and if the matter is all about the territorial sovereignty of the country, states would in 
fact bother to adopt a balance approach of power in a more diplomatic way.

16
 For instance, the 

fact for this pretext would be the increasing number of nuclear country. More and more the 
developed country enhances and polishes their technological substitute toward nuclear 
weapon, the more it would attract the conscious of the rest countries and put them in par with 
these ideological countries. Thus the best competitors turn out to be the worst enemy, causing 
threat equally to each other. In fact the outbreak of World War II paved way for development of 
nuclear weapon as earth’s future prospect which has a dark side. 

 Nuclear weapon had emerged on the consciousness of the mankind due to American use of 
atomic bomb on Japanese cities of Hiroshima and Nagasaki to bring World War II to rapid 
conclusion. This resulted in adopting two alternative approaches to the problem of preventing 
any further use of nuclear weapon. In pursuance of this an academic discussion on the 
organization of post world war was held, which came out with two views, on one side it was 
found that, most of the American scientist who had been involved in the atomic bomb project 
were convinced that nothing sort of worldwide imposition of strict international control over all 
future atomic energy development would succeed in keeping the genie of nuclear weapon use, 
and from preventing future national peaceful nuclear power programme into dangerous 
nuclear weapon programmes

17
. On the other side there were those who felt that the appropriate 

approach was to seek a political consensus among all the nuclear capable nations that future 
protection of nuclear weapon was not an acceptable mode of behavior. This viewpoint was 
expressed in the “ban the bomb” movement which had a considerable following in the 
immediate post war period in England and on the European continent but was not, especially 
widespread in United States. The “ban the bomb” movement never gained much form the 
American scientists and scholars for two reasons. 

18
The first stemmed from the conviction that 

the genie being out of the bottle there would be no physical possibility of preventing other 
nations from following in our footsteps, short of actual physical control over the material 
needed to construct weapons. Secondly the movement was criticized as underpinning the 
intellectual’s ability of the state. In fact all post war effort to eliminate the threat of nuclear 
weapon collapsed. The fact reveals that the major issue of nuclear weapon was not just the 
matter of state defense strategy but something more associated with the international politics. 
According to Dr. Attar chand “Nonalignment is a challenge to the bipolar international system 
which has become rigidified over the years through the doctrine of nuclear deterrence and the 
legitimization of nuclear weapon through Nuclear Non Proliferation Treaty. Indeed there is an 
urgent necessity on the part of these nonaligned to act to lessen the rigidity of the bipolar 
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alliance and denigrate the role of nuclear weapon in international politics and strip them of 
their glamour and prestige”.

19
 

Nevertheless all post war effort to eliminate the threat of nuclear weapon can be said to have 
collapsed, causing a greater threat to the future, that in case of any third world war or if so the 
chances of use of nuclear weapon seem to be more definite. The great nuclear scientist who 
unleashed the secret of nuclear energy also predicted the threat of nuclear war. 

20
In 1955 noble 

prize winner Albert Einstein and Bertrand Russell issued the statement prior to the Big Four 
summit meeting in Geneva as follow-; 

“In view of the fact that in any future war, nuclear weapon will certainly be employed, and such 
weapon threaten the continued existence of mankind, we urge the government of the world to 
realize and to acknowledge publicly that their purpose cannot be furthered by a world war and 
we urge them consequently to find peaceful means for the settlement of all matters of dispute 
among them.” It’s almost clear from this statement that the nuclear weapon would become the 
significant part of every countries defense strategy and the possibility of its use in future is 
more. Indeed the sovereign right of a country to maximize it strategical weapon for the defense 
can never be questioned but what bothers is the possibilities of its use which the law of war 
can certainly object. 

Long back it was indispensable on the part of the states to invent such weapon that would 
mitigate the mechanical need and help them to win the war regardless anything. But today the 
purpose of invention has reached far beyond the need and embarked into a weapon of 
unnecessary death. Hence there is an urgency to draw the attentions of almost all the nation 
who are in run to be the nuclear super power, at least to think once that, if any of the states 
makes use of nuclear weapon consequence extends to all. Thus the necessity of the states has 
to credit the ultimate demand of humanity, “definitely the eternal right of existence”.

21
 True to 

the fact that the war can never be prevented but the effect of the war can be minimized. The 
international law of war to a greater extent concern’s over the grievances of the victims of war 
and tries to mitigate the effect of war by minimizing the use of certain weapon. The states 
cannot exercise extreme liberty to choose the weapon they like as a means of warfare for the 
following reasons, 

1. Firstly the means of war fare to greater extend is limited by the traditional and new law of 
war. 2. Secondly the governing principle under international treaty and convention prevents 
the state parties to treaties from making use of the nuclear weapon. 

1. The traditional law of war consists of those principles adopted by the state as a code of 
conduct of war. For instance in European tradition the law relevant to war can be considered 
in two main segments: that of just war (just ad bellum) and that of just conduct of war (just in 
bellow) the first system analyses the circumstance in which it is justifiable to go to war. The 
second system analyses in the context of war already underway, “what constitute just conduct 
of the parties in that war”. The body of learning in regard to just war goes back as far as the 5

th
 

century, starting with the writing of St. Augustine.
22
 The law of just conduct in war represents, 

in a sense, an attempt to resolve the tension that exists between the polar opposite of military 
necessity and humanitarianism.

23
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Both just ad bellum and just in bellow contains important principles that bear on the issue of 
nuclear war. In recent year especially since World War 2, Human Right Treaties and Principles 
have also grown to such a volume that Human Right law has become an important discipline 
in its own right. Under the system of just ad bellum the legal principle regarding the right to go 
to war remains the same. The term force requires to be interpreted in a different angle when 
the means and method of war changes.

24
 However the total destructiveness of nuclear 

weaponry requires that certain distinction to be made on the basis of which type of force is to 
be used at least on humanitarian ground whether the purpose of war is to be just or unjust. 

Augustine’s writing also had enormous influence upon European concept of the legitimacy of 
war. While war was not outlawed, the justice of given war was made strictly depending upon 
certain condition. These were right authority, just cause, right intent, the prospect of success; 
proportionality and that war should be a last resort. In addition to these Roman custom and 
tradition relating to war, St. Augustine used certain concepts already established in the Greek 
philosophy. To this Augustine added Biblical and early Christian material in his writing.

25
 

It is quite interesting to notice that even by the standard laid down by St. Augustine, nuclear 
war would not be permissible. It fails to satisfy at least two of his requirement, the prospect of 
success and proportionality. No nation can succeed in nuclear war and the damage inflicted 
would be out of all proportion to the provocation, even if the provocation were very great. These 
ancient theological requirements, subject of numerous theological and legal commentaries over 
the centuries are still invoked in the contemporary discussion of justification for possible 
superpower conflict. The contemporary writing on the means of warfare begins with prominent 
work of Lieber code, St. Petersburg Declaration of 1868 and De Martens Clause.

26
 

In the year 1863 Francis Lieber, an international lawyer prepared set of instructions to be 
followed by American army during American civil war. The Lieber code provided detail rules to 
be followed by the belligerents were in it was specified that the belligerents shall have no 
unlimited right to chose weapon of their choice to cause unnecessary suffering and disastrous 
damage. The code also stipulates on the right conduct of the belligerent in the battle field. 
Another noteworthy contribution to humanize war was St.Petersburg Declaration of 1868.

27
 In 

fact this is the first Declaration renouncing the use of explosive projectiles in war. Last but not 
least the trustworthy work of Frederic de Martens attempts to conciliate military requirement 
with the principle of humanity in war. In one or the other way all this work contributed for the 
development of humanitarian law. However Geneva and the Hague convention reinterprets the 
customary and contemporary principles of law of war. For instance Article 22 of the Hague 
Regulation which has passed from the customary international law provides that belligerents 
have no unlimited right to chose the weapons to injury the enemy.

28
 Further Article 23of the 

regulation particularly forbids to employ arms projectile or material apt to cause unnecessary 
suffering. This Article seems to be more substantial with moral and legal value. It serve as a 
very significant source of inspiration in as much as it sets forth one of the general 
humanitarian grounds on which state should endeavor either to refrain from developing new 
weapons or to ban their use. This is more absolved with the stand taken by the states in 1973-
1975 both in U.N. General Assembly and at the Geneva diplomatic conference on humanitarian 
law of armed conflicts were in it was agreed that one of the reason for prohibiting through 
conventional rules the new weapons was due to their causing unnecessary suffering.

29
 Thus 
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Article 23 constitutes reiteration of what was already spelled out in 1868 St.Petersburg 
Declaration. 

2. Reassertion of General principles on means of war 

General principle of international rules on weapon comes out as a guiding prescript to almost 
all states that means of warfare has to be limited to a greater extent. These principles are 
further elaborated under part III of Additional Protocol to Geneva Convention 1949.

30
 The part 

III has three fold purposes; - Firstly means of weapon cannot be the unlimited choice of 
combatants 

Secondly, it prohibits indiscriminate means of warfare. Thirdly method of warfare should not 
exceed to the dead end of environmental disaster 

The weapon expressly prohibited includes those which cause superfluous injury and 
unnecessary suffering, definitely which could affect the mankind and the nature alike. The 
provision strictly prohibits blind, non tactical atomic and nuclear weapon, this is further 
elaborated by prohibiting the adoption and use of new weapon. In addition to this the state 
parties to the convention are under obligation to prohibit the indiscriminate means of attack. 
Indiscriminate attack includes:- 

(a) Those which are not direct at the specific military object 

(b) Those which employ a method or means of combatants which cannot be directed at 
a specific military objective or 

(c) Those which employ a method or means of combat the effect of which cannot be 
limited as required by this protocol. 

It also includes:- 

(a) Bombardment by any method or means which treats as a single military objective a 
number of clearly separated and distinct military objectives located in a city, town 
village or other area containing a similar concentration of civilians and civilian objects; 
and 

(b) an attack which may be expected to cause incidental loss of civilian life, injury to 
civilians, damage to civilian object or a combination thereof, which would be excessive 
in relation to the concrete and direct military advantage anticipated. 

Thus it’s clear from the context of these provisions that use of nuclear weapon or biological 
weapon at the time of war is prohibited and if used it would discard the rule totally resulting in 
the grave breach of the agreement. More pleasant appearance of the provision comes out were 
in not only the rule is made to prohibit the inhuman weapon but humanize the war in more 
gentle way. 

It should be pointed out however that in the past it was possible to invoke the doctrine of just 
war for the purpose of offensive or aggressive war. This is no longer possible under current 
International law, for Article 2(4) of the UN Charter prohibits the threat or use of force against 
territorial integrity or political independence of any state. Current International law permits the 
use of force only in one circumstance, individual or collective self defense. Hence the relevance 
of just war doctrine must necessarily be confined within the limit of concept of defense. Indeed 
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nuclear weapon states admit to no other rational, for their arsenal and the point ultimately is 
that, whether any defensive use or threat of use of nuclear weapon, first strike or second strike 
strategic may be considered contrary to international law

31
 

 CONCLUSION 

 The notion of NFU would insist the states at least to think once that in any act of war the use 
of nuclear weapon or if deployed would result into the counter use of the same thereby causing 
unpredictable damages. The above illustrated fact reveal one truth that even if the attempt is 
made to regulate the use of these weapon the faith of mankind lies in the hand of nuclear 
surmount. NFU is never a guarantee of non use of nuclear weapon but in fact a pledge with an 
exceptional clause in the light of self-defense. On one side we have enough regulations and 
conventions prohibiting use of nuclear weapon and on the other side we have a practical theory 
balancing the power of the nuclear countries. NFU attributed one to accept the facts of the life 
as a practical and literal truth, that theory helps to retain the balance of power among the 
nuclear surmount. Hope this theory would help to shelve the dark faith of the earth till we find 
out better solution to save our world from the nuclear threat. 
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